
 RAMADAN DINING 

IFTAR
SpecialSpecial

Looking for inspiration on where to break your 
fast this Holy Month? HELLO! has the lowdown 

on the best buffets and à la carte spots 

The Setting: You’ll be instantly transported to an opulent Majilis 
setting at the resort’s traditional Arabian Court. 
The Style: An elegantly-constructed indoor tent that provides 
authentic atmosphere combined with air-conditioned comfort as 
you order from an à la carte menu of hot and cold mezze, Middle 
Eastern mains and Arabic desserts all to the relaxed sounds of a 
traditional Oud and Tabla.
The Stand Out: The food is of the Royal Mirage’s usual fabulous 
standard, but the shawarmas and manaheesh, as well as the oriental 
sweets, really shine.
The Small Print:  AED 140/US$38, from 7:30pm to 
2am, Al Sufouh Road, Dubai Tel: +971 4 315 2414, 
oneandonlyroyalmirage.com, @ooroyalmirage

ONE&ONLY 
ROYAL MIRAGE
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The Setting: Fancy an iftar pavilion that’s opulent on every level? Then 
this custom-made palatial space lives up to its grand name. 
The Style: Immerse yourself in royal surroundings as this quintessentially 
Arabic pop-up impresses with gilded detailing, comfortable seating and a 
buffet-style offering that ticks every culinary box. Plus there are discrete 
majlis areas for those who want the ultimate privacy. 

The Stand Out: The sprawling buffet that features everything from 
succulent grilled meats with traditional accompaniments to live food 
stations serving Emirati favourites.  
The Small Print: AED 320/US$87, from sunset to 9pm, Emirates Palace, 
Corniche Road, Abu Dhabi, Tel: +971 2 690 7999, kempinski.com, 
@emiratespalace

The Setting: Chilled, waterside vibes on Palm Jumeirah. 
The Style: Looking for a change from the regular Arabic buffets? This 
Peruvian haunt might be just the ticket. Four courses are on offer 
starting with miso soup, tuna tataki salad and a teriyaki-sauce topped 
crab maki roll. Then pick your main from barbeque ribs, shrimp udon 
or a ‘ceviche caliente’ sour-spicy mixed seafood stew. End on a sweet 
note with a tamarind-miso mousse desert.   
The Stand Out: A change of cuisine, plus the spectacular interiors.
The Small Print: AED195/US$53 food only, from 7pm to 9pm, 
Tel: +971 4 552 0244, aji.ae, @ajithepalm

EMIRATES PALACE

AJI

The Setting: You’ll feel miles 
away from the hustle and 
bustle of the city at this creek-
side venue that’s decked out in 
soothing pastel shades.    
The Style: This just opened 
seafood spot that’s already 
garnered a loyal following 
thanks to its expert sourcing 
of the best produce and 
exemplary cooking techniques 
– all done in an open 
kitchen -- is offering a special 
pescatarian-friendly set menu 
that’s meant to be shared 
with friends and family. Help 
yourself to the sumptuous 
display of salads and specially 
concocted Ramadan juices 
before relaxing at the table 
where an array of mains will 
be brought to share. 
The Stand Out: We hope the 
restaurant’s signature apple 
pie is part of its dessert display.  
The Small Print: AED175/
US$47, InterContinental 
Hotel, Dubai Festival City, 
Tel: +971 4 701 1127, 
thefi shhousedubai.com, 
@thefi shhousedubai

THE FISH 
HOUSE

The Setting: If you’re looking for Burj Khalifa views and Dubai Fountain 
entertainment then this Downtown haunt is the ideal place to satiate your 
hunger cravings.
The Style: After feasting on an abundance of hot and cold starters 
including an elaborate cheese, jam and olive selection, plus piping hot 
sesame-covered bread, stick with the venue’s Turkish roots and be wowed 
with the range of expertly grilled meats like begendi atop a traditional 
creamy aubergine, doner kebabs, and succulent chicken. 
The Stand Out: Make sure you save space for the delicious pistachio kebabs 
as they are unbelievably moreish!  
The Small Print: AED285/US$78 per person including water, coffee, and 
Turkish tea, Souk Al Bahar, Downtown Dubai, Tel +971 4 554 0700, 
gunaydindubai.com, @gunaydindubai

GÜNAYDIN

The Setting: Enter this Polynesian-themed resort and be whisked to Hawaii. 
The Style: In contrast to the action-packed atmosphere of Dubai Parks and 
Resorts that it is located in, this serene spot is a tranquil and idyllic place 
to enjoy some quality time with your family for iftar. Chef Nitin Mehrotra 
will tickle your taste buds with his wonderful buffet set-up featuring an 
enticing mix of Arabian and Polynesian dishes that include hot and cold 
mezze, traditional iftar juices and lamb ouzi. If you crave something 
other than traditional Arabic food, venture to the food stations offering 
a variety of dishes from around the world.

The Stand Out: A real family affair, the little ones will be spoiled with a 
special kids menu and a lounge full of surprises -- where fun activities will 
keep them entertained under the watchful eye of the lovely resort staff.
Our favourite dishes include the chef’s signature lamb mansef plus the 
lazakat – a warm Syrian-Jordanian bread pudding made of thick saj soaked 
in a rich milk, halawa, cinnamon and nuts.
The Small Print: AED160/US$44, from sunset to 11pm, Lapita, Dubai 
Parks and Resorts, Tel: +971 4 810 9421, marriott.com, 
@lapitahoteldubai

KALEA
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The Setting: Buzzing family-friendly spot with a laidback vibe. 
The Style: This year our Arabian-themed favourite is serving up a new 
Ramadan concept that embraces everything important about the Holy 
Month – friends, family and togetherness. With a delicious sharing menu 
that is brought to your table, you can sit, eat, chat and enjoy. 

The Stand Out: The grilled salmon on a bed of lemon-infused quinoa – 
Chef Jean Luc says the key to delicious quinoa is cooking it as you would 
a risotto, but that’s all he said – he wasn’t giving away any trade secrets!
The Small Print: AED120/US$33 per person, Café Bateel, various 
locations in the UAE, Tel: +971 4 885 8737, bateel.com, @bateelgourmet

CAFÉ BATEEL
The Setting: There is a table to make a bee-line to; you’ll ! nd it at the far end 
of this stratospheric restaurant on the 68th " oor with sweeping views of the 
Burj Khalifa. Once you’re cosily ensconced on the comfortable sofas – the 
set-up is akin to the most sophisticated lounge you’ve ever encountered – 
get yourself ready for a greatest hits parade of this North American out! t’s 
signature dishes.  
The Style: Elevated comfort food – think crisp fried chicken with Tobasco 
honey, spiced lamb ribs, zaatar " ecked fresh " atbread and sweet potato 

hummus to kick off – so don’t ! ll up on the excellent harira or lentil soup -- 
followed by grilled jalapeno-relish topped seabass, prime sirloin and pastrami 
shortrib. And yes, you get it all served to the table in well-judged waves.  
The Stand Out: The double down hazelnut brownie-cookie hybrid is de! nitely 
worth the calories.     
The Small Print: AED235/US$64 food only, 68th fl oor, Tower B, JW 
Marriott Marquis Hotel, Business Bay, Dubai, from sunset, Tel: +971 4 560 
1700, weslodge.ae, @weslodgedubai

WESLODGE

The Setting: Vibrant paintings, high ceilings and evocative lighting make 
this a special spot. 
The Style: Step into the wonderful world of spices and fresh " avours at 
Michelin-starred Chef Atul Kochhar’s palace of colours and enjoy a wide 
variety of delicacies. This year there’s a three-course special menu that 
Chef De Cuisine Amrish Sood will be preparing featuring the venue’s most 
" avourful contemporary Indian dishes.  
The Stand Out: A blend of Indian and local cuisine to embrace the spirit of 
Ramadan. Looking for a spicy end to your fast? This is it -- with tasty Mughlai 
dishes like murgh rizala and ghosht ka salan.   
The Small Print: AED225/US$61, 6pm to midnight, JW Marriott Marquis 
Hotel, Tel: +971 4 414 3000, jwmarriottmarquisdubailife.com, 
@jwmarriottmarquisdubai 

The Setting: This stunning venue transports you to an old-school Mumbai home. 
Turquoise hues welcome diners into this vibrant space decked out like a historic haveli. 
Quirky Insta-friendly touches include a Mona Lisa style painting peering out of the 
wooden shutters, and tables tucked into corners that are perfect for family-style dining.     
The Style: Satiate your spice ! xations at this modern Indian eatery that’s spoiling diners 
with a selection of signature plates for its iftar tasting menu. Expect steaming bowls of 
lentil soup, delicious chaat-style salad and platters of tikkas and kebabs. Mains include 
a rich butter chicken, lamb rogan gosh and daal of your choice, plus a pretty plate full 
of sweet treats including a gulab jaman and mini kul!  to end.
The Stand Out: The lamb biryani is the ultimate comfort food after a day of fasting. Add 
on a portion of the guac pani puri -- this venue’s standout dish.  
The Small Print: AED110/US$30 per person, The Beach, JBR The Walk, Dubai, 
Tel: 8006928779, bombaybungalowdxb.com, @bombaybungalow

RANG MAHAL BY 
ATUL KOCHHAR BOMBAY BUNGALOW
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The Setting: Capturing the essence of the Holy Month, this bustling, 
lively venue really comes in to its own with a kanoun playing gently in 
the background while you wander around the buffet and live-station 
bedecked space.         
The Style: The all-day dining venue is cleverly transformed into a 
bustling, low-lit hub of activity where Arabesque serenity prevails and 
guests ! nd themselves immersed in conversation with fellow diners 
about the extent of food on offer at the live cooking stations.  

The Stand Out: With a multitude of options that include a superb 
selection of hearty Arabian dishes such as lamb ouzi, a mezze selection 
that spans a several tables and succulent meats on offer at the mixed 
grill, you’ll have your work cut out for you deciding where to start. But 
! nishing is easy - the sweet baklava is worth saving room for.
The Small Print:  AED199/US$54, Crescendo, Anantara The Palm Dubai
Resort, Palm Jumeirah, Tel: +971 4 567 8888, dubai-palm.anantara.com,
@anantaradubai

ANANTARA, THE PALM

The Setting: Traditional al fresco 
courtyard setting with picturesque 
Arabic architecture.     
The Style: This upscale space  -- 
known for its trademark rose mint 
shisha -- is offering a unique culinary 
experience during Ramadan by 
revamping traditional Arabic dishes 
and giving them a healthy nutritious 
twist. Think of delicious mezze 
platters, hot soups and succulent 
skewers of meat with soulful Su!  
music playing in the background. 
And it doesn’t end there -- they’re 
also serving a selection of fresh 
fruits and delightful desserts to end 
the experience on a sweet note.  
The Stand Out: With beautiful 
Ramadan lanterns, crescents 
and twinkling lights, the cooled 
courtyard epitomises Arabesque 
vibes and serves up some of the best 
shisha in town. Fill up at the live 
food counters that serve everyone’s 
favourite dishes -- shawarmas, 
traditional lamb ouzi, hot saj and 
crisp falafels amongst a plethora of 
other options.
The Small Print: AED195/US$53, 
from sunset to 9pm, Downtown 
Dubai, Tel: +971 4 4285 888, 
vidahotels.com, @manzildowntown

THE 
COURTYARD, 

MANZIL 
DOWNTOWN

The Setting: As far as scenic hotspots 
go, this is up there amongst our list 
of favourites – to make the most of 
the vibrant La Mer vistas, opt for 
a table on the second " oor where 
views of the coastline set the scene.     
The Style: Indian dishes with a 
playful twist. 
The Stand Out: Unlike many 
other iftar offerings the menu 
here is short and punchy. It’s 

dif! cult to pick just one dish but 
when pressed, hold out for the 
Kashmiri-spiced slow-cooked lamb 
croquettes and chicken biryani, 
which is covered in a crisp kale 
topping that you won’t be able to 
get enough of.
The Small Print: AED300/US$82 
for two people, from 7pm, Masti, 
South La Mer, Tel: +971 4 344 4384, 
mastidubai.com, @mastidubai

The Setting: The biggest draw of this 
established all-day dining destination 
with its global-taste-journey-themed 
iftar is its impressive range of cuisine 
ensuring that there is something to 
suit every palate from Mediterranean 
favourites to Asian delicacies.      
The Style: Relax in this colourful 
environment straight out of Paul 
Gaugin’s Tahitian paintings, while an 
oud and tabla players’ tranquil tunes 
provide the soothing background music 
and put you in the mood for food. 
The Stand Out: The Arabic section is 
where you’ll discover all our favourite 
bites including traditional UAE dish 
tharid; mansaf, a Jordanian speciality; 
kebab halla prepared the Egyptian way 
and ! sh tangine hailing from Morocco. 
The live ouzi station is also a must-visit. 
Satisfy a sweet tooth with kunafa or 
maamoul -- buttery cookies topped with 
crunchy nuts. 
The Small Print: AED195/US$53, 
from sunset, Sofi tel The Palm, Dubai,
Tel: +971 4 455 5656, sofi tel.com, 
@sofi teldubaipalm

MASTI 

MANAVA
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 RAMADAN DINING 

Looking for 
inspiration on 

where to break 
your fast this Holy 
Month? HELLO! 

has the lowdown 
on the best spots

The Setting: Sky-high ceilings with pastel paints and pretty portraits 
are dotted around this ! ve-star property’s brasserie restaurant. 
The Style: A lavish buffet spread that runs on both sides of the entrance 
offers up Emirati classics such as stuffed lamb harris, and kounafa nabilsy 
and Arabic favourites like falafels and shawarmas. Italian options are on 
offer at the live pasta counter as hot samosas are dished out from the Indian 

station. Don’t miss the butter chicken and biryani.
The Stand Out: Five rotating menus mean repeat guests constantly 
have something new on their plate. The Umm Ali is a rich treat to 
end with.  
The Small Print: AED185/US$50, sunset till 9pm, Dukes Dubai hotel, The 
Palm Jumeirah, Tel: +971 4 455 1101, dukesdubai.com, @gbr_uae

GREAT BRITISH RESTAURANT

IFTARSpecial

The Setting: They’ve channelled Arabesque vibes with glittering 
lights and melodious music in the background,  capturing the 
serene spirit of the festival perfectly -- you’ll feel as though 
you’ve been transported to a scene from 1001 Arabian Nights. 
The Style: Although there are wonderful Indian and Arabic 
favourites on offer, what makes this buffet -- served on the 24th 
" oor with spectacular city views -- special are the excellent Thai 
plates as signature dishes from spice stalwart Benjarong Royal 
Thai are showcased.
The Small Print: AED159/US$43, Sheikh Zayed Road, 
Tel: +971 4 317 4515, dusit.com, @dusitthanidubai

DUSIT THANI

The Setting: If you’re looking for the quintessentially Arabic palatial vibe, 
this always-impressive offering should be your go-to. 
The Style: The dishes are too numerous to mention; from hot and cold 
mezze to mains that include everything from lamb ouzi, sumac-roasted 
quail, tender chicken tagine, a roast counter with all the trimmings, 
perfectly spiced curries and both Arabic and Indian grills -- and sushi, 

too. All plates are not just deliciously prepared, but beautifully presented 
with lots of care taken to include Arabesque motifs. 
The Stand Out: Desserts take centre stage as ice-cream sundaes, bite-sized 
patisserie tables and date displays share space with traditional puddings.  
The Small Print: AED255/US$70, from sunset to 9pm, Palace Downtown, 
Tel: +971 4 888 3444, addresshotels.com, @palacedowntown

EWAAN RAMADAN TENT

The Setting: Inside the space is laid out like a bustling Arabic village 
with the buffet set on one side while drinks are dispensed from their 
own area as an open kitchen and saj station command attention. The 
outside tent tempts shisha-lovers wanting to lounge.
The Style: An emphasis on regional specialities -- such as an excellent 
mansaf, chicken maqlooba and shrimp mattafa -- is the calling card 
of this popular Levantine iftar that is perfect for after-shopping fast 
breaking. From atmospheric music to genuinely hospitable staff, you’ll 
! nd yourself spoilt for choice whilst trying out the excellent buffet. 
The Stand Out: The chefs are constantly replenishing hot-off-the-
charcoal kebabs of every variety. 
The Small Print: AED210/US$57, from sunset to 9pm, 
Tel: +971 4 409 5999, kempinski.com, @kempinskidubai

OLEA
The Setting: Sit outside among the twinkling lights of the olive trees in the 
cooled courtyard or indoors in the chic, moodily-lit Peruvian spot set up 
by Michelin-starred chef Virgilio Martinez. Plus, service from the Spanish-
speaking staff is spot-on throughout. 
The Style: The kitchen’s signature dishes -- including an excellent salmon 
ceviche, creamy yet zingy chicken causca, rich pumpkin soup, multi-
textured solterito salad and lamb chops -- are beautifully presented in three 
waves, making this a feast for both the eyes and the palate. You’ll end with 
a delicate Suspiro -- custard apple ice cream, dulce de leche and meringue 
combine to offer up a unique and luckily not oversweet ! nish. 
The Stand Out: We’d go back for the chicken and duck ‘chaufa’ rice alone.
The Small Print: AED199/US$54 per person food only, The Square, City 
Walk 2, Dubai, Tel +971 56 500 4571, limadubai.com, @limadubai

LIMA
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The Setting: This luxurious City 
Walk hotspot with its open plan 
kitchens and opulent décor oozes 
glamour, making you feel like 
you’ve stepped  on to the set of an 
old Hollywood ! lm.
The Style: Eager to ensure hungry 
diners are fed as soon as the sun sets, 
impeccably plated dishes designed 
for sharing begin to arrive at the 
table in waves as soon as you sit down. 
The Stand Out: Simple, yet sublime 
is the tomato and watermelon 
salad sprinkled with feta, which has 
been vacuum-packed to release all 
the " avours. The succulent grilled 
prawns swimming in lip-licking garlic 
butter are also a favourite. Try not to 
! ll yourself up on the mushroom 
arancini as the dessert selection 
is to die for, particularly the " uffy 
cheesecake pop dipped in white 
chocolate. Divine!
The Small Print: AED199/US$54 
per person food only, City Walk 2, 
Tel: +971 4 590 5444, 
galvindubai.com, @galvindubai

GALVIN

The Setting: A Ramadan tent will beckon visitors to this sprawling 
beach-side property where they’re embracing the spirit of the season 
with gusto. Atmospheric lanterns and traditional music set the mood 
for this thoroughly upmarket experience.  
The Style: You’ll be spoilt for choice as the feast is laid out buffet-style 
with live stations dishing out everything from intricately rolled sushi to 
rich Indian curries, plump manti, sea bass sayadiah, mixed grills and 
rotisserie chickens. They’ve also tried to twist traditional plates with an 

innovative tuna shawarma and falafel-topped sushi. Plus, there’s a host 
of salads, a decadent cheese board and desserts galore.
The Stand Out: Who wouldn’t be charmed by concoct-your-own ice 
cream sundaes? Flavours including kul!  pistachio, date and salted 
caramel, rose halgoum and a plethora of toppings.
The Small Print: AED265/US$72 including soft drinks, sunset to 
9pm, Four Seasons Dubai at Jumeirah Beach, Tel: +971 4 270 7777, 
fourseasons.com, @fsdubai

SUQ

The Setting: A contemporary Middle Eastern gem in the heart of 
Downtown Dubai. Numerous light-! lled artisanal glass spheres in hues 
of maroon and gold hang from the ceiling and light up the venue.
The Style: Chef Mohanad’s menu is a tantalising concoction of traditional 
Middle Eastern and North African " avours, with a twist. Brought-to-the-table 

dishes are prepared to be shared, in keeping with the values of Ramadan.
The Stand Out: The um ali with rose water custard brought out a range of 
satis! ed ‘umms’ and ‘ahhs’ from around the table.
The Small Print: AED195/US$53, Renaissance Downtown Hotel, Dubai, 
Tel: +971 4 512 5511, bhar-dubai.com, @bhardxb

BHAR

The Setting: This bustling haunt is a lively, industrial chic space -- that echos its Big 
Apple origins -- to indulge your cravings for superlative tapas. 
The Style: If you haven’t already ticked this off your culinary list, then their iftar offering, a 
roll-call of their Spanish heavy hitters is an excellent introduction. Kick off with bite-sized 
tapas -- the upscale patatas bravas, and mushroom croquettes were our top picks -- served 
on a wooden board after which mains impress with a perfectly cooked steak, braised 
octopus and vegetable-topped paella providing ballast. End with a chocolate fondant, 
cinammon-" ecked rice pudding served alongside a refreshing granita. 
The Stand Out: It’s the perfect time to truly indulge your sweet tooth and polish off the 
moreish, crisp churros that come with a red velvet, salted caramel and rich chocolate 
dipping sauce.  
The Small Print: AED199/US$54 per person food only, City Walk 2, Dubai, 
Tel: +971 4 590 5433, torodubai.com, @torodubai

TORO + KO
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